
FACTS
 » About $90 billion of imports 
and exports and over 10 million 
travellers cross our border each 
year (both ways), and the volumes 
continue to grow.

 » In 2010/11 just under 5 million 
passengers (4 912 868) arrived 
in New Zealand by air via seven 
international airports and 315 000 
arrived by sea. Every one of those 
passengers was assessed for 
biosecurity risk by MPI.

 »  There are around 3.64 million 
cargo consignments arriving in 
New Zealand each year.

 » In 2010/11, 55 million mail items 
were processed at the border.

 » Auckland International Airport 
is the main port by which air 
passengers and crew enter 
New Zealand, accounting for 
74 percent (3.6 million) of all 
arrivals in 2010/11.

 »  Of the air passengers arriving 
in New Zealand in 2010/11, 
2.3 percent (112 329) had risk 
goods seized from them. This is 
about the annual average. 

 » In 2010/11, contaminated used 
equipment (such as shoes, 
boots and tents) was the most 
commonly seized type of risk good 
(41 percent) intercepted from air 
passengers. This was followed by 
fruit fly host material (22 percent) 
and meat products (11 percent). 

 » There were 384 fulltime equivalent 
frontline biosecurity staff 
employed by MPI at 30 June 2012. 
These positions included dog 
handlers, quarantine inspectors, 
team leaders and managers.

THE NEW RECRUITS 
The Ministry for Primary Industries (MPI) 
will issue warrants to 43 new quarantine 
inspectors and three new detector dog 
handlers at a “graduation” ceremony on 
7 December.

The warranting follows an intensive six 
weeks of pre-workplace learning and two 
months of on-job training for the new 
recruits. The warrants will allow them 
to exercise a range of powers under the 
Biosecurity Act 1993 to check passengers 
and goods for biosecurity risk items. 

Following the graduation, 38 of the new 
quarantine inspectors will be based in 
Auckland. Five will go to Wellington. The 
three main centres (Auckland, Wellington 
and Christchurch) will each receive a new 
dog handler.

Four existing warranted quarantine 
inspectors who have completed training 
to become detector dog handlers will also 
graduate on the day. Detector dog teams 
are specially trained to search baggage, 
mail and cargo to locate undeclared or 
forgotten agricultural products. Eleven 
new dogs graduated from MPI’s training 
centre earlier this year.

The new recruits bring MPI’s biosecurity 
frontline up to full strength and will 
help MPI meet the demands of the busy 
summer peak season. 

Prior to the recruitment, MPI had been 
holding a number of border roles vacant 
following last year’s merger of the Ministry 
of Agriculture and Forestry, the New 
Zealand Food Safety Authority and the 
Ministry of Fisheries.

MPI AND BIOSECURITY 
MPI’s vision is to grow and protect 
New Zealand. This entails preventing 
pests and diseases that could harm the 
country’s primary industries and way of 
life.

MPI manages and targets biosecurity risk 
through layers of protection.
 » OVERSEAS – reducing the risks posed 
by goods and people before they arrive 
in New Zealand, e.g. checking cargo 
before it leaves for New Zealand. 

 » AT OUR BORDER – screening arriving 
goods and people to stop pests and 
diseases entering New Zealand.

 » WITHIN NEW ZEALAND – eradicating or 
managing those pests and diseases that 
have newly arrived or established here.

NEW FRONTLINE BORDER STAFF



FRONTLINE BIOSECURITY
MPI’s border clearance staff are the frontline of New Zealand’s 
biosecurity system. 

Their work covers the full range of entry points into New Zealand, 
including ports, airports, and the International Mail Centre. 
Their work is varied. An average day at the airport could see staff 
involved in anything from assessing the biosecurity risk of arriving 
passengers to screening luggage with x-ray machines and dogs.

Their role also involves enforcement. Inspectors can fine passengers 
$400 for undeclared risk items under the Biosecurity Act.

TRAINING
•	 Quarantine	inspectors
The initial quarantine inspector training for the new intake involved 
about six weeks of foundation skills training. Lead by the MPI 
training team, this included an introduction to the work sites. This 
training was followed by approximately two months of practical on-
the-job learning where the recruits were placed with an experienced 
inspector to buddy and mentor them. 

Each inspector maintains a log book of the work they have done in 
the field, which is signed off by their supervisor. Once they have 
met competency requirements, new inspectors are issued with 
warrants and move on to full rosters in their allocated worksites. 

The new inspectors from the latest intake have been assessed as 
competent and warranted for clearance of risk goods at a single 

designated worksite (airport, sea port or mail). They will undergo 
further training to allow them to move between different worksites.

•	 Detector	dog	handler	training
The detector dog handler training course takes 10 weeks and is 
designed and led by the MPI Detector Dogs Adviser. All handlers 
have to pass theory tests about canine behaviour and canine 
health. The rest of the training involves practical handling at MPI’s 
training facility at Auckland international airport. Dog/handler 
teams are validated at the end of this period. To pass, the teams 
have to detect at least 90 percent of 12 to 15 risk odours, which 
are hidden in various containers around the training centre. If they 
pass the validation, the teams get inducted into worksites. All 
handlers will have a field review and further validation after a year. 
Ongoing support and training continue over the year.
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